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action lawsuits in the United States agaInst

same technology resulted in a settlement agreement,

attached to the affidavit of Cindy Cohn as Exhibit 4

Agreement").

The U.S. Settlement Agreement includes several .

protections governing Sony BMG's conduct with

Protection Software" in the future, all of which have

explicitly excluded from the Canadian Settlement A

The absence of these protections is purportedly exp

by Christine J. Prudham,

Sony BMG Canada, attached as Exhibit "c" to the

Agreement.

In Paragraph 5 to that affidavit, Ms. Prudham states

best of my knowledge, infonnation and belief, no

authority has commenced any inquiry into SONY B

SONY BMG Canada's use of the Software." She

paragraph 11 of the affidavit. Ms Prudham also su

protections were agreed to by Sony BMG in respo

actions based on "unique US legislation" and the

contained in the U.S. Settlement Agreement.

CIPPIC in the past considered filing complaints with

authorities to address Sony BMG's conduct.

complaints with a number of authorities, including
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proposed Canadian Settlement Agreement potential I

BMG's guinea pigs.

In paragraph 10, Ms. Prudham states that Sony BM -

consumer protections are w8ITanted because they

with Canada's international copyright obligations."

Ms. Prudham provides no basis whatsoever for this

reason: I am aware of no authority or court that wo

I note that the United States is a party to all internati

and treaties to which Canada is also a party, and yet

constrained to accede to these protections in the U.S.

Also in paragraph 10, Ms. Prudham states that the

prove incompatible with forthcoming federal copyri

Prudham goes on to argue, in paragraphs 12 to 16, I

"legal vacuum around TPMs [technological protecti.

and that incoIporating the consumer protections into

agreement would "amount to adopting in Canada the

1996 WIPO Treaties without giving the Canadian

opportunity [to] decide what its policies will be on

WIPO Treaties."

Ms. Prudham provides no rational basis whatsoever

they are each without merit.

This action does not involve copyright law. Legal

for technological protection measures is irrelevant to
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